Attention To Detail

• Validated to the equivalent of 10 year/150,000 miles of service life
• Bench tested as both a complete unit and individual components to ensure long life

Boots and Clamps

• Torn boots allow dirt in or grease to leak out and the primary cause of half shaft failures
• Ford boots are made of durable TPE (Thermo Plastic Elastomer) which meets SAE J400 spec
• Ford uses high quality Oetiker® stainless steel boot clamps
• Clamp ends are crimped allowing for uniform clamping forces and optimum pressure levels inside the boot

ABS Sensor Ring

• ABS Sensor Rings made of pressed-on, powdered metal
• ABS Sensor Rings are calibrated with the matching ABS sensor to ensure proper operation

Grease

• Appropriate application-specific grease is used for inboard and outboard joints

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.
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